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ERP

Enterprise Resource
Planning
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Who We Are?
We put together your needs, available technology and
contemporary market to provide you with innovative solutions.
In an increasingly competitive world, where businesses, big and
small, are mushrooming every second, we exist to make it
simple with our crazy innovation and sincere services, keeping
in mind the diversity of needs.
Our team brainstorms together to provide solutions ranging
from business management to data analytics, eliminating any
and every company-specific complexities, that hinder
flourishing business environments.
Our motto is to create state of the art software solutions to
simplify the complexity in day to day life and in business
environment.
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ERP Features
A great product should have great usability and add great value. NetStar ERP does exactly that. It brings in the best practices, afterall we all are here to
make them better.

Accounting

This solution helps to record and processes
accounting transactions within functional sub
modules such as accounts payable, accounts
receivable, general ledger, profit and loss etc.

Tax

This is a upcoming system of taxation in India
which will merge many individually applied taxes
into a single tax. This solution will help to access
GST through this solution.

Inventory & Stock
Management

This helps in tracking inventory, orders, sales and
deliveries. It plays vital role in manufacturing
industry to create a work order, bill of material
and other production etc.

Automation &
Manufacturing
Management

This refers to all aspects of the product
manufacturing process. This includes work shifts,
quality control, raw materials and accounting
under the general umbrella.

Labour
Management

This helps to to process maximize performance
levels and competency for an industry. This
process includes all ther activities needed to
maintain a productive work force.

Production

It utilizes the the resource allocation of materials,
and production capacity in order to serve
different clients. It also defines batch production,
mass production etc.
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ERP Features

Logistic &
Warehouse
Management
This helps to plan, implements, and controls the
efficient, effective forward, and reverse flow and
storage of goods, services and related
information between origin and consumption.

Human
Resource

This helps in necessary HR functions such as
storing employee data, managing payrolls,
recruitment process, attendance, leave, apraisal,
exit and many more.

Client
Relationship
Management
This is an approch to manage a company
interaction with current and potential customers.
This compile data from different channels like
website, telephone, email, live chat etc.

Production
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Contact Us
NETSTAR ONLINE
4 Dayanand Vihar, New Delhi - 110092
Tel.: 011-40861507 | Mob.: +91 - 9205646179, 9821847033
E-mail: contact@netstaronline.com.com
Website: www.netstaronline.com
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